We investigate the problem of stability and instability at tokamak plasma behavior. Generally, Jaynes maximum entropy method and Bayesian decision can be applied for recognizing the shape of the plasma.In the case of the power law behavior and the instabilities of plasma we introduce a new method. The maximization of mathematical expectations for events and fuzzy entropy is used for applications of fuzzy Bayesian neural networks for optimization and simulation without assumption on recurrence. In this case, it is possible to consider also the non-Gibbsian probability distribution functions with the power law case. The new calibration method for the non-equilibrium systems has been given.
Introduction
Whether driven by magnetic or electrostatic turbulence, anomalous transport causes a large increase in the energy losses, and poses severe constraint on the amount of auxiliary power required to heat up the plasma to the high temperatures required for thermonuclear ignition.
The possible way to simulate the turbulence is given by a system of equations. We can consider all possible types of motions: regular motion, Gaussian diffusion and Levy walk diffusion. At non-equilibrium systems the entropy can decrease with the step of the time.
We introduce a new kind of entropy that is always monotonic and increasing as it is the case with the classical entropy for the equilibrium systems.
In many cases actual plasma are far from thermal equilibrium, being inhomogeneous or having non-Maxwellian velocity distributions, features which significantly complicate the analysis of experimental data.
Understanding and predicting turbulent transport is a key issue on the way toward commercially, viable fusion reactors. Indeed, turbulence controls the confinement control of any magnetically confined plasmas.
Externally applied, non-axisymmetric magnetic fields form the basis of several relatively simple and direct methods to control Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities in a tokamak, and most present and planned tokamaks now include a set of non-axisymmetric control coils for application of fields with low toroidal mode numbers. Saturated magnetic islands are manipulated directly with non-axisymmetric fields [1] .
The Properties of Turbulence
Dynamical system can reach 'spontaneously' a steady state exibiting some anologies with a thermodynamic system at a critical point. The system is driven to a stationary state where avalanches are distributed according to a power law. This phenomenon is called Self-Organized-Criticality (SOC) [2] .
The development of fault diagnosis and sensor validation technique must face: the non-linearity of the process, the uncertain knowledge about the phenomena, often expressed in a linguistic fashion. The central problems are: plasma position, current and shape control.
The variational principle states that the entropy is maximal at equilibrium. There is no 'natural ' Gibbs distribution nor free energy in SOC system. It is not possible to analyze the out-ofequilibrium stationary state via a local equilibrium hypothesis where one decomposes the system into mesoscopic cells , locally at equilibrium.
Step-by-step new regimes of plasma operation have been identified, wherely turbulence can be externally controlled, which led to better and better confinement. Turbulence as a whole is not an equilibrium phenomenon. In the framework of mesoscopic non-equilibrium thermodynamics has been obtained a generalized Fokker-Planck equation, incorporating memory effects through time-dependent coefficients.
Anomalous transport has been found where turbulent processes of various kind are responsable for enhanced transport. Fluctuations are in many cases driven by nonlinear instability mechanisms, not by the linear instability mechanisms. Turbulent states do not satisfy the equipartition law. Therefore, even if plasmas are in thermodynamical equilibrium, the conventional statistical theory may not be sufficient. One formal way of the statistical theory is to extend the definition of entropy. We consider the fuzzy entropy.
For the most complicated cases of long interactions of the tokamak plasma, the approach with long memory effects can be applied via the theory of fuzzy neural Bayesian networks. The goal is, with localized control, to overcome the problems of nonequilibrium in plasma. In the case of stochastic turbulence, we define the fuzzy information entropy by Where S is the spatiotemporal fuzzy Shannon Ent, is the fuzzy component that has a membership function.
As final criteria we take the maximal amount of mathematical expectations over the tree of events. Non-extensive statistical mechanics appears as a powerfull way to describe complex systems. With S(i) we shall denote for each time step i, the fuzzy spatial entropy, (2) Turbulent transport in tokamak is very challenging scientific problem. Our goal is to develop quantitative predictions of tokamak turbulence and to use them in design of future fusion reactors.
We can consider the control system of the linearized VlasovPoisson-Fokker-Planck equations Where A is and E(t, x) is the force field acting on particles. The strictly positive parameters and model a certain type of interaction between particles. The control of plasma transport, laminar and turbulent has been investigated.
We have the optimal control of tokamak resistive wall mode in the presence of noise. The effect of the finitely conducting wall is to reduce the ideal mode to a slow growing resistive wall mode, which needs to be feedback stabilized for high performance. Instead of "state" feedback one may consider use of multiple independent simple single mode (N) controllers acting on spatially filtered several N modes. However, these are often coupled at tokamak.
We can introduce feature regularization during feature selection for value function approximation. The smoothness prior is effective in the feature selection setting and present closed form smoothness, regularizers for the Fourier base [3] .
We have general formalism of optimal control. Optimal feedback design that is based on deterministic model, is minimization of total fluctuation energy of the instabilities, as well as minimization of control power
For Lagrangian
It holds that with optimal control which is easily obtained from Hamiltonian H. The Hamiltonian represents the total energy of the system, which is the sum of kinetic and potential energy. According to the Pontrjagin's principle.
When a magnetically confined plasma is heated strongly and a threshold heating power level is exited, it may make spontaneously transition from a low-confinement (or L-mode) state to a high confinement (or H-mode) state. In the H-mode, the energy confinement time is significantly enhanced i.e., typically by a factor of 2 or more. H-mode profiles have a characteristic edge pedestal. Improved confinement regime, or H-mode,first discovered by Fritz Wagner on ASDEX tokamak, is primarily due to the formation of an insulating region at the plasma edge, where step pressure gradients can form. A feature of H-mode operation is a series of explosive plasma events, called Edge Localized Modes or ELMs. There is the present understanding of these ELMs in terms of ideal magneto-hydrodynamic instabilities.
The Magneto-Hydrodynamic (MHD) stability of burning plasma is a key issue for operations of ITER. One key of MHD instability that can affected by alpha particles is the sawtooth oscilation. The prevention of core impurity accumulation is to apply Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) heating in the opposite direction to the plasma current.
At the ASDEX tokamak experiment, a new feedback control loop is under construction with the aim of stabilizing MHD instabilities, such as neoclassical tearing modes and sawteeth. At the sawtooth behavior in the comiter -NBI regime is attributed to a subtle balance of the competing stabilization from the toroidal rotation and destabilization from the presence of energetic ions [5] . Broadening the internal transport barriers can improve MHD stability.
Stochasticity of magnetic field lines is paramount to understanding particle transport and mixing. In the paper is studied magnetic field separation in turbulent plasmas, which 
The Stability of Equilibrium
The starting point of theoretical treatment of plasma confinement in tokamak is the equilibrium configuration. Any magnetic field that breaks the exact axisymmetric of the equilibrium tokamak field is a non-integrable perturbation [7] . The KAM (Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser) theory predicts that, for those irrational surfaces with safety factors sufficiently far from rational m/n, the topology is preserved and the surfaces are only slightly deformed from the unperturbed tori (KAM surfaces). Similar effects can be obtained by the theory of Landau damping. Let us consider fuzzy entropy for controlled fuzzy stochastic process Generally, even for non-equilibrium systems, the maximum of fuzzy entropy should be obtained without techniques of Jaynes' constraints, with Bayesian learning rules for infinite fuzzy logic controller
IF
is AND is THEN is (i=0, 1, 2,…..) (15) [9] .
The goal is, with localized control, overcome the problem of non-equilibrium in plasma. The aim is converting the anomalous diffusion to the exponentially stabilizable diffusion, when it is possible [10] .
We also show the passage from the non-Markovian to the Markovian behaviour in the normal diffusion regime using memory effects, appropriate sensors and actuators. Many current models for long-memory are non-Markovian processes. Some processes can be Markovian.
The Monte Carlo algorithm we are concerned with can be understood as a numerical method of solving the drift kinetic equation . Fuzzy probability theory, a theory in the process of development, is just standard probability theory with the generalized concept of random variables More investigations are needed to establish the nature of instabilities and driving mechanism involved. For a detailed analysis of turbulence, adequate analysis tools are required. In the core of tokamak plasmas, the turbulence is believed to govern transport processes.
It is shown that for some cases, the control system of the linearized transport equation with a controllable unstable part is exponentially stabilizable [11] . As generalization, the asymptotic stability of a certain class of integrated semigroups is discussed by means of Lyapunov functionals [12] . In this case, we obtain the exponentially bounded behavior in the sense that for and (where K denotes n factorial) (16) The possible interconnection between of the equilibrium and of the anomalous transport has been discussed.
A nice example of construction of fuzzy probabilistic distribution and the fuzzy entropy has been given in [13] .
There is a method for solving the Fokker-Planck equation in tokamak plasmas [14] . The code provides a set of powerful tools for studying radio frequency wave heating and current drive in tokamak plasmas.
Fuzzy Bayesian Computation
Approximate Bayesian Computation is a family of computational techniques which offer an almost automated solution in situations where evaluation of the posterior likelihood is computationally prohibitive or whenever suitable likelihoods are not available [15] . We consider the fuzzy Bayesian computation. The basic idea is that using a representative enough summary statistic coupled with a small enough tolerance level ε should produce a good approximation of the posterior distribution.
Power laws are well known from the work by Pareto for the distribution of income. For example (short-time) particle travel behavior can be well described by a decreasing power law of distance x, that is, with positive decay parameter d. An important characteristic of this power law is its slow convergence to zero, which in application enables long-range actions in addition to principal short-range actions. They describe the distribution of earthquake magnitudes and many other natural phenomena. An alternative spatial interaction function of an isotropic Gaussian kernel with scale parameter Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) is a new approach for learning the parameters of the hidden layers of a multilayer neural network (as a multilayer perceptron or the radial basis function neural network) . Its main advantage is the lower computational cost. The research on Bayesian methods for neural models has become very intense currently. These methods introduce a probability distribution on the network parameters and the committed errors. The Bayesian ELM has the advantages of both ELM and Bayesian models [16] .
Investigation of Stabilities and Instabilities at Tokamak Plasma Behavior and Machine Learning with Big Data
Bayesian linear regression is optimizing the weights of the output layer. Any Bayesian modeling is carried out in two steps:
1. Inference of the posterior distribution
Calculation of the output distribution
The Bayesian approach involves the use of some parameters (hyper-parameters) that allow regularization. The use of confidence intervals increases the reliability of a model's output. A priori knowledge can be introduced in the models by means of error distribution and parameter distributions that must be defined when applying Bayes' theorem. This knowledge can improve the performance of the model.
Normal distributions emerge naturally when formulating a central limit theorem, as solution of linear Fokker-Planck (FP) equations. Similarly, q-Gaussian distributions are related to generalized central limit theorem, are solutions of a kind of nonlinear FP equations and maximize non-extensive Tsallis entropy and a generalized second order moment constraints to obtain oscillatory behavior. There is the equivalent formulation of such phenomena inside of the theory of fuzzy Jaynes entropy.
Fuzzy controlled Markovian process can be obtained from general non-Markovian stochastic process via artificial fuzzy neural networks in some cases. Many current models for longmemory are non-Markovian. The turbulent flux constitutes a random process with significant deviations from Gaussian statistics. Detailed information concerning the turbulent fluxes can be obtained by conditioned averaging.
We understood entropy as a measure of uncertainity of Markov process. The "uncertainity of uncertainity" is unavoidable in non-equilibrium systems. It is the case which is obtained by fuzzy entropy. For controlled fuzzy Markov chain we use the following infinite fuzzy logic controller with Bayesian learning rules IF c is AND is THEN is (i=0, 1, 2,…)
As "defuzzification " on we can take the following reason: the actions (19)
are given on such a way that the maximum of information fuzzy entropy is obtained, where is possible uncertain clustering , for global optimization in time domain [17] .
For actions we can take fuzzy neural network to memorize the past (history) at given moment i .
For times longer than the relaxation times, the correlation function for anomalous diffusion becomes a power law for broadband noise. Anomalous transport to be induced by the plasma turbulence caused various instabilities. In the fusion-related research using toroidal plasmas, the suppression of turbulence has been main problem to make confinement time longer.
Two major challenges remain in clustering methods. One is efficient sampling. The other major challenge is posterior inference. We can use Bayesian inference.
Let us consider an ill-posed inverse problem where a physical quantity needs to be recovered from an indirect measurement modeled by , where is white noise taking values in .
In Bayesian inversion, the quantities and , where is white noise, taking values in . These quantities are considering as random variables. We use the fuzzy Bayes formula Given a realization , after appropriate defuzzification, the maximum a posteriori estimate defined by
The Bayesian inversion generalizes deterministic regularization and yields information about the structure of ill posed inverse problem.
The plasma evolution solver involves more physics of uncertainity than the equilibrium solver [18] .
The aim was to obtain the maximum of information fuzzy entropy by fuzzy Bayesian rules, that generalizes the Jaynes method for equilibriums to the case of non-equilibriums [19] .
In a tokamak reactor, several magnetic fields have to be applied to confine the plasma. These are combined toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields. They are necessary to both: achieve the desired plasma configuration and to control the plasma shape and position [20] .
With the methods of artificial neural networks with backpropagation it is possible recognize the solutions of GradShafranov equations [21] .
Conclusion
We have described how to determine the optimal a posteriori probability distribution and the appropriate actions. Examples of particularly popular estimation approaches include regularized variants of the Expectation-Maximization algorithm. We have explored the effects of specifying white noise (no memory), autoregressive (short memory) and long-memory correlation structures for error processes. The prior level allows for Bayesian inference by providing prior distributions for all unknown parameters in the data-and process-levels [22] .
The Bayesian ,modeling framework is closely related to the stochastic filtering methods, for example classical Kalman filtering.
The Bayesian approach allows for all parameters to be estimated while avoiding the known estimation difficulties inherent to filtering. When estimating the spline coefficients, no information on levels or trends during the observation period was exchanged if it was possible [23] . In the case of changes in plasma evolution it has been shown that with Bayesian learning and maximum of fuzzy entropy can be reached all probabilistic distributions, including non-Gibbsians distributions [24, 25] . As reference papers concerning the diagnostic of high-temperature plasma conditions in tokamak reactors under the effect of plasmawall interaction see [26] [27] [28] [29] .
